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YOUR PORTABLE WATER SPRING

FLASKA CHEAT SHEET



1. WHAT IS FLASKA?
Flaska is a reusable glass water bottle. The glass is programmed using the TPS (technology of programming 

silicon) procedure and consequentially restructures the water in the bottle.*

* Based on findings and theories that are described on our web page: www.flaska.eu/water-structuring. These theories and results are not 

recognised or addressed by official institutions.

2. WHICH FLASKA SHOULD I CHOOSE?

a) Size:

 0,3l: Perfect for kids and ladies' handbags.

 0.5l: Universal size – the best marriage of volume and practicality. 

 0.75l: Stores a sufficient quantity of water for your everyday activities (work, 

home sports, recreation, car etc.).

 1l: The Vodan Jug with the capacity of 1 litre is meant to be filled and placed on a 

table. It is perfect for individuals who consume large quantities of water at home 

as well as at work.

b) Protective sleeve:

The Flaska Design and Authentic models are covered in a quality neoprene protective sleeve, which 

protects the bottle from impacts and the water from fluctuations in temperature. Flaska Neo Design is 

colourful and boasts many different designs suitable for every individual, while Flaska Authentic is simple 

and minimalistic, popular especially with men. 

The colourful Flaska Grip protective sleeves are made from silicone. They 

are available in two colours. As is evident from its name, the sleeve grips 

and feels great.

Consistent with the name, the Flaskas Natural boast a protective sleeve 

made from entirely natural materials. The protective sleeve of Flaska Cork 

of Flaskas Cork are made from cork. This sleeve is hand-crafted by the 

Spanish craftsman Miguel Pacheco. 

The Flaska Soft protective sleeve is made from cotton. The sleeve protects 

the water from sunlight and fluctuations in temperature.

c) Colours and Designs:

People have different tastes. From a variety of 

many different models, each person will surely 

be able to select the most appropriate colour 

combination. The primarily vivid colours will 

make the Flaska stand out, and will continue to 

remind you to regularly drink water.



3. WHY SHOULD I BUY A FLASKA?

1. For your health
ź  Glass doesn't leach any harmful substances.

ź  Let water be your favourite drink!

2. For our environment
ź Let’s use reusable water bottles and reduce the amount of disposed plastic bottles.

ź Glass can be recycled into products of the same quality.

3. On the go
ź Heavy duty glass bottle for your active lifestyle.

ź Choose your Flaska from our wide product range.

ź Drink tap water where the quality is good and save money

4. Water structuring*
ź The Flaska bottle’s programmed glass changes the water's vibrational structure.

ź With the Flaska, we bring the vibrational structure of water closer to the structure of spring 

water, i.e. water in its natural environment. 



4. WATER STRUCTURING 

Glass programmed using the TPS procedure restructures the water in the bottle.*

On its way from the spring to the tap, water travels through long straight pipes made from different materials 

— lead, asbestos, plastic, etc. This is not water’s natural environment, as water normally flows across different 

types of rock and through different layers of soil. Substances with which water comes into contact have a 

vibrational effect on the water, and this vibrational effect can be imprinted onto it for a certain period of 

time —coherent domains of water molecules resonate with this vibration for a longer period of time**. The 

same thing happens in bottles or water dispensers in which water is stationary for a longer period of time.

 Glass programming using the TPS procedure:

With the Flaska bottle, we bring the vibrational structure of water closer to the structure of spring water, i.e. 

water in its natural environment - this is called water structuring. Using TPS (technology of programming 

silicon), a vibrational programme consisting of various kinds of information from nature is imprinted into the 

glass.

ź First, three symbols are engraved into the glass: the first one is the batch designation (e.g. ACK1), which 

allows for quality management and monitoring. The second one is a (circular) cosmogram or a mandala, 

which provides protection of the vibration programme in the glass. The third symbol, ORO, in a rectangular 

frame ensures a more efficient water structuring.

ź The “old” vibrations are then removed from the glass in order to increase the efficiency of the programme 

written into the glass.

ź In the third phase, the bottles are programmed with orgone cannons manufactured by the German 

manufacturer Bioaktiv. The vibration programme contains various information from nature that is in 

harmony with the water structure and thus influence it. This phase of the process is the longest and takes 

90 minutes. The vibration programme is then stored into the silicon dioxide (SiO ) in the glass – the glass 2

contains approximately 71% of SiO .2

ź When water comes into contact with glass programmed in this manner, information is transferred onto it 

through the quantum electrodynamic oscillations of coherent domains in the glass**.

* This page content is based on findings and theories that are not recognised or addressed by official institutions

 **Arani R, Bono I, Del Giudice E, et al. QED coherence and the thermodynamics of water. Int J Mod Physics 1995; 9: 1813-41.



5. MASARU EMOTO PHOTOS
The photographs were taken in the Dr. Masaru 

Emoto laboratory in Japan and show that the 

water structure changes in the Flaska bottle*

The photographs show two Tokio tap water 

crystals. The first photograph shows 

the crystal before the water was 

poured into the Flaska and the 

second after it had been in the 

Flaska bottle. The comparison shows 

that the structure of the water changes 

in the Flaska bottle.

Both photographs were taken in the Dr. Masaru Emoto laboratory in Japan.

The water crystal photography by Dr. Masaru Emoto is just one of the better known methods to determine 

and show the changes in the vibrational structure of water*. Please visit our web page 

http://www.flaska.eu/research-and-measurements to find out more about other tests and measurements we 

have conducted and the certificates we have acquired. 

* Based on findings and theories that are described on our web page: . These www.flaska.eu/water-structuring

theories and results are not recognised or addressed by official institutions. 

6. FAQ

GENERAL QUESTIONS

Flaska is made of glass. Can it break?

Flaska is made from thick glass and is protected by a special protective sleeve. This makes it very resistant and will 

survive most everyday drops and accidents.

Does Flaska contain BPA?

Flaska is made of glass and contains no BPA. Glass is the best material for storing water as it does not leach any toxic 

substances.

Does the Flaska bottle cap provide a good seal?

The Flaska bottle cap provides the perfect seal. In case of wear or if it is destroyed or lost please e-mail us at 

water@flaska.eu and we will send you a new one.

QUESTIONS ON WATER STRUCTURING

What is glass programming?

Glass programming is a process composed of four phases. The most important is the TPS phase (technology of 

programming silicone). Read more about glass programming on .http://www.flaska.eu/water-structuring

What is water structuring?

Water structuring, which happens inside Flaska, is the modifying of water’s vibrational structure to bring it closer to 

spring water. 

Using TPS (technology of programming silicon), a vibrational programme consisting of various kinds of 

information from nature is imprinted into the glass.

BEFORE AFTER
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ź First, three symbols are engraved into the glass: the first one is the batch designation (e.g. ACK1), which 

allows for quality management and monitoring. The second one is a (circular) cosmogram or a mandala, 

which provides protection of the vibration programme in the glass. The third symbol, ORO, in a rectangular 

frame ensures a more efficient water structuring.

ź The “old” vibrations are then removed from the glass in order to increase the efficiency of the programme 

written into the glass.

ź In the third phase, the bottles are programmed with orgone cannons manufactured by the German 

manufacturer Bioaktiv. The vibration programme contains various information from nature that is in 

harmony with the water structure and thus influence it. This phase of the process is the longest and takes 90 

minutes. The vibration programme is then stored into the silicon dioxide (SiO ) in the glass – the glass contains 2

approximately 71% of SiO .2

ź When water comes into contact with glass programmed in this manner, information is transferred onto it 

through the quantum electrodynamic oscillations of coherent domains in the glass.

Are you in possession of certificates which substantiate these assertions?

 Tests which directly substantiate these statements may be accessed http://www.flaska.eu/info-news-amp-

faq/certificates.  

How long does it take for the water’s structure to change?

The vibrational structuring of water begins immediately after the water is poured into Flaska – wait at least 5 minutes 

to ensure the full effect.

What is the seal engraved on the bottom of the bottle?

The cosmogra on the bottom of the bottle has been designed specifically for Flaska by the Slovene geomancer Robi 

Lavin. The cosmogram protects the glass programme from malevolent influences.

Which external influences cause the weakening of the Flaska after four years?

The influences of artificial and natural electromagnetic waves.

FLASKA MAINTENANCE

How to clean Flaska?

Do not wash Flaska in a dishwasher. Clean it using a regular bottle brush and kitchen detergents (if needed). 

There are signs of scale on my Flaska. What to do?

Pour into the bottle one part vinegar and two parts water. Leave overnight and the scale will decompose.

Can Flaska be used for the consumption of juices or other beverages?

It can. Here at Flaska company, we promote the consumption of water. However, Flaska can also be used to consume 

juices, tea etc.

Is Flaska suitable both for hot and cold beverages?

It is. The water vibrational structuring process never stops and the glass is robust and will not break. However, do not 

pour boiling water into Flaska.

Is Flaska also suitable for fizzy drinks?

Because the Flaska bottle cap is in a form of a plug, the bottle is not suitable for fizzy drinks as the cap could be 

forced off the bottle.

I have lost my bottle cap. What to do?

Just go to the shop where you bought your Flaska. Or alternatively end us an e-mail at water@flaska.eu or call us at 

+386 (0)4 533 3631. We will send you a new one free-of-charge.

P.S.: We will also send you a free replacement cap in case of wear or if it is damaged.
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